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SECRET ERRORS: SUSPECT SCIENCE
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U.S. crime lab failures since 2002 In the past decade, breakdowns have been reported at all levels, including in eight of the nation’s 20 largest cities. Errors involved many disciplines, and some went unreported for years.

FEDERALLEVEL
Year Discipline Agency and type of failure

2012 Hair

FBI: The agency evaluates whether to retest hair
evidence in convictions over three decades after
reports that agents delivered misleading testimony or
erroneous “matches” based on flawed scientific
methodology.

2010 DNA

Army: A DNA analyst caught “dry-labbing” — reporting
results of tests he did not perform — also committed
errors in more than 100 cases over 10 years. An audit
faulted management’s response and its failure to
detect the problem, retain evidence or notify
defendants.

2007 Bullet lead

FBI: The agency disclosed all bullet-lead case files
over four decades and invited outside review of
convictions after it was revealed that it had
abandoned the technique of tracing crime scene
bullets to manufacturers’ batches, or even boxes of
ammunition, in 2005 because scientists had
discredited its scientific methodology.

STATELEVEL
Year Discipline Agency and type of failure

2011 Toxicology

Indiana Department of Toxicology: An audit of
3,200 tests found errors in 61 marijuana and 272
blood and urine tests. Management notified
prosecutors in 2008 but failed to report problems to
defendants.

2010 Serology

North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation: A
murder exoneration exposed the lab’s 16-year practice
of reporting positive preliminary test results for the
presence of blood but not disclosing later, confirmed
test results that were negative.

2008

Toxicology
Drugs
DNA
Firearms

Washington State Patrol: A lab director resigned after
news reports of recurring DNA contamination and
errors, sloppy drug analysis and failed proficiency tests.
Over seven years, a manager signed false statements
that she tested breath-test-machine solutions. Also, a
firearms examiner made errors in three cases.

LOCALLEVEL
Year Discipline Agency and type of failure

2010 Drugs

Nassau County, N.Y., Police Department: The state
inspector general found a history of competency,
training and supervision problems. Retesting of drug
evidence affected charges in three criminal cases
and revealed inconsistencies in over 10 percent of
reviewed cases. The lab’s drug section was shut.
Reviews were recommended for every lab unit.

2009
Drugs
DNA

San Francisco Police Department: After a
technician was found taking drug evidence for
personal use, increased scrutiny exposed systematic
evidence storage problems. Instances of DNA
samples being switched or not being submitted for
database searches were reported.

2009 Toxicology

San Diego County, Calif., contractor: Lab errors by
a sheriff’s office contractor led to the release of 11
defendants and the review of 675 blood and urine
drug tests.

2009 Toxicology
Colorado Springs Police Department:More than
200 errors in DUI blood tests were uncovered in a
quality-assurance check.

2009 Evidence

Douglas County, Neb., Department of
Corrections: The state crime chief was convicted of
fabricating evidence in a wrongful 2006 conviction of
two men for murder.

2008 Fingerprint

Los Angeles Police Department: An internal report
revealed that false fingerprint matches led to two
wrongful arrests, prompting a review of 1,139 cases
handled by six agents. Critics faulted training,
supervision, facilities, evidence handling and analyst
competency.

2008 Firearms

Detroit Police Department: The police lab was
closed after errors were found in 10 percent of 200
criminal cases involving firearms tests, prompting
several retrials.

Year Discipline Agency and type of failure

2008 DNA

Baltimore Police Department: DNA analysts
contaminated evidence, a fact uncovered when 12 of
2,500 unknown samples entered into a database
belonged to lab workers.

2008 Firearms
Nashville Metro Police: The lab’s firearms unit was
closed after examiners were found making errors,
lacking qualifications or falsifying records.

2007 Drugs

New York Police Department: The state inspector
general faulted management’s response to examiner
misconduct and poor training and supervision,
reporting that the lab director knowingly failed to
report competency tests and that technicians may
have issued lab reports with overstated results.

2007
Fiber
Stains

Santa Clara County, Calif., district attorney: The
chief of the district attorney’s crime lab was replaced
after a murder case was dropped and a man was
exonerated of an armed-robbery conviction. Both
cases involved the methodology and supervision of a
25-year-veteran fiber and stain examiner.

2004
Serology
Hair

Cleveland Police Department: Exonerations
revealed than an analyst had intentionally fabricated
serology evidence and provided false testimony on
hair.

2002,
2009

DNA
Fingerprint

Houston Police Department: The police lab’s DNA
division was shut in 2002, remaining closed for
several years, because of problems with examiner
training, supervision, testimony and evidence
storage. Evidence was retested in thousands of
cases. In 2009, an audit found irregularities in more
than half of fingerprint cases sampled, triggering a
review of more than 4,300 cases.
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